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Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
In this interview, Laimonas Noreika, a resident of Kaunas at the time of the German invasion of 
Lithuania in 1941, describes scenes of destruction and violence that he witnessed as a 13-year-
old child on the day after the change in regimes from the Soviet Union to Nazi Germany, 
including round-ups of Jews and the Lietukis Garage massacre. He focuses on his impressions of 
the Lietukis Garage beatings, describing the scene in great detail, commenting on the apparel and 
ethnicity of the perpetrators and the victims. He also discusses working at a food supply store for 
Jews during the transportations of Jews to the ghetto, focusing on the strict rules that the Jews 
had to follow when purchasing food.  
He remembers an encounter with soldiers near the Ninth Fort, which reveals his understanding of 
what was going on inside the fort. He also comments on his own and his family’s attitudes 
toward Jews.  
 
 
[00:] 01:13:02 – [00:] 05:22:12  
 
Introduces himself as born in 1926 in Joniškis village; mentions his family background; 
describes how he came to live in the city of Kaunas; describes searching for an apartment and 
changing schools; discusses his first work experiences as a trainee in a bookbinding institution; 
describes the bombings of 1941 when Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet Union, which had 
annexed Lithuania in 1940, how his neighbors in Julianava fled to Garliava until the Germans 
drove the Russians out; remembers seeing the ruins of Aleksotas Bridge covered with corpses of 
Russian soldiers on his walk to work the next day; describes the difficulty of working on the first 
day after the German takeover; mentions his Jewish director who was deported a week before 
(probably by the Soviets during the deportations of 1941).  
 
[00:] 05:22:13 – [00:] 16:59:59  
 
He describes leaving work and seeing a crowd of people on the sidewalk of Vytautas Prospect 
and Griunvaldo Street pressed up against a chain-link fence; describes how he and his brother 
went up to the fence to see what the people are watching and saw in a yard in front of the 
Lietukis Garage, one man using a metal rod to beat another who was picking up horse droppings; 
comments on how later, after regaining independence in 1991, new Lithuanian government 
ministers claimed that people were beaten only with “little whips” when, in fact, metal rods were 
used; continues to describe the scene of the beating in great detail; recalls seeing piles of bodies 
inside the garage of people who had been beaten unconscious; remembers leaving the garage and 
passing a funeral ceremony of recently killed “white-stripers,” baltaraiščiai, — Lithuanians who 
collaborated with the Germans — in the central cemetery of Kaunas; mentions the names of 
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murdered Communists: Vincas Grybas and Montvila; comments on the juxtaposition of the 
beatings just witnessed with the solemn funeral marches for several “white-stripers”; focuses on 
the fact that the corpses of Russian soldiers had disappeared from the ruins of the Aleksotas 
Bridge; describes witnessing a rounding up of Jews who were forced to clear away the corpses 
from the bridge; remembers cautiously approaching the scene where a woman was wailing and 
protesting; describes again in great detail walking among the Russian corpses; reiterates that 
upon returning, the ruins were cleared of corpses; wonders whether the corpses had been 
gathered and taken away or simply thrown into the river.  
 
[00:] 17:00:00 – [00:] 22:17:02  
 
He describes the size of the garage yard again and the number of people on the premises; debates 
whether or not he saw blood; comments on the curiosity of the spectators; discusses the deeds of 
the “white-stripers” and the differing attitudes held by Lithuanians toward them; comments on 
the fact that both the perpetrators and the victims were wearing suits, creating the impression that 
all involved were “intellectuals”; specifies the actions and the gender of those involved in the 
commotion near Aleksotas Bridge — that several “white-striper” men were rounding up a group 
of Jewish women.   
 
[00:] 22:17:03 – [00:] 36:59:59 
 
He talks about changing jobs to work at a support store for Jews; describes the process of Jews 
being transported to the Vilijampolė ghetto; explains how his store served the Jews until a store 
was opened in the ghetto; discusses the store’s hours of operation, the gender of the crowd of 
Jews, that gathered outside to wait at 10 o’clock, and were let in only three at a time; gives an 
exact account of the food supply sold on ration cards; discusses his duties at the store including 
pasting together collected ration tickets and supervising the door; describes an incident where a 
distressed Jewish woman, persecuted by a German soldier, was denied asylum at the store; tries 
to remember the amount of time he worked there; remembers that Jews came from the ghetto for 
groceries; describes the lengthy process of rounding up Jews into the ghetto; describes seeing the 
treatment of Russian prisoners by the Germans; specifies, again, that mostly Jewish women came 
for groceries; comments on the mood of the crowd; describes how Jews gathered in courtyards 
before coming to the store; speculates that the bread ration was probably different for Jews than 
for others; describes how he would eat yeast on the sly; describes his duty of taking the money to 
the bank in the mornings; discusses the transportation of Jews to the ghetto from his perspective 
as a child; analyzes his perspective toward force and violence as a child.  
 
[00:] 37:00:00 – [00:] 45:39:04 
 
He recollects an incident in which soldiers from the Ninth Fort offered him sweaters while he 
was picking apples from a nearby orchard for the store, yet understanding that these sweaters 
were taken from Jews who had been shot, he declined; explains that he did not hear the gunshots; 
remembers witnessing the burning of the Vilijampolė hospital; discusses rumors that it was an 
intentional act of arson; recalls the stories told to him by the other children picking apples, who 
described how they were ordered  to go into a warehouse to wait while a column of Jews passed 
by outside on the way to be shot; talks about how he complained to his mother about the soldiers 
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who offered him sweaters, and how she made sure he did not get sent back to pick apples; he 
describes his duties inside the warehouse for sorting apples.  
 
[00:] 45:39:05 – [00:] 53:42:11 
 
He discusses the Russian Stakhanovite movement, the very concept of a Stakhanovite person, 
and the popularity of the word “norma” or quota; discusses how it was common knowledge that 
those being beaten in the Lietukis Garage were Jews even though there was no way of 
distinguishing them from others; comments again on how Jews were forced to accomplish 
unpleasant tasks such as clearing the remains of corpses; provides an explanation of his own 
understanding of Jews not as a separate group of people, but simply as people with whom one 
lived and interacted with; illustrates his family’s attitude toward Jews by recalling an emotional 
episode involving his Communist mother and her Jewish boss; describes his mother as a staunch 
Communist worker at the Beko sewing factory who was on bad terms with her Jewish boss, 
Seresevskiene, for spreading Communist propaganda among the factory workers; describes how 
one day, his mother had just bought a head of cabbage at the market, exited onto the sidewalk 
and saw her Jewish boss walking down the street; the two women stopped and looked at each 
other with horror, but without saying a word, his mother thrust the cabbage head into her boss’s 
hands, who then stood there weeping, while his mother ran away so as not to burst into tears 
herself; reiterates that those who were doing the beating in the Lietukis Garage appeared to him 
as intellectuals, and were Lithuanians.  
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